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I am newly on post es Snr P PRO Researcher under Lt* 
laurel Sullivan, Snr R PPRO* 

Z will he doing documentation and research for various 
international campaigns and major PR actions* 

Y.y research is contributory to the achieving of the 
Pers PRO Bu products! * 

• Increased consumption«of LRH products 
- Security for LRH by increased repute 
- Successful defenses*©! 1RH 
- Confidence in LRH 
- Faith in LRH Tech and materials* 
- Broadened knowledge of and respect for LRH 
- Successfully exploited LRH properties of all types 

to correct LRH publics 
- Demand for LRH 
- Demand ‘for LRH products t, 
Yy main concern over the next year wiil be getting an 

LRH Biography produced. This will be a big, best-selling book 
authored by a top professional writer* 

^ • 

This biog'will once and for all dispel all falsehoods 
and rake the truth known. It will be a vital tool in bringing 
about the universal acceptance cf LRH and his products* 

All periods of LRH’s life will be documented in as 
much detail as possibles* Staff members or others who have had 
personal contact, friends and family members will be interviewed 
or asked to write up their experiences* 

• 

I will be working closely with the writer to get hla 
eet up with whatever he needs, get him the documentation in a 
usable form and use our lines to fill in any gaps as he proceeds* 

. As new docs or data of PR value are obtained, intended 
or othH actions, I will alao feed these into tha 

P PRO Bu and other PR networks on proper lines where the data 
can be used* • • 

Additionally I will be searching out original XAH 
writings.letters, records and artifacts and, where poaaibla 
obtaining then for the Church* Theae end such things already 

known to exiat will be properly preserved and eecured against 
damage* 



Out of this will grow an IRK Kuseura, a record of hi* 
achievements, which will make Source fully real to all - 
Scientologists and other*# * f 

• - 

If you personally have any data which would helpful 
or know of someone else who could help with this type of 
documentation please let ce know. . 

I intend that all the above comes about and a* 
apeedlly as possible. 

Please let me know what is needed and wanted from Kef 

Kuch love. 


